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The Mission of Theology and Theology as Mission 1997
the author proposes that the health of the entire christian community hinges on getting the theological task right which includes showing why and how theology and mission
are inextricably linked after surveying the nature of the theological task from the academy to the grassroots level j andrew kirk discusses factors that are pushing the
theological task in new directions he focuses especially on the twofold task of making sense of the whole of life by reference to god and becoming agents of transformation
the book concludes by expanding upon david bosch s proposition that theology ceases to be theology if it loses its missionary character

Theology and Sanity 1993
presents a comprehensive study that examines how the layman can take a more active role in the church by understanding the basic aspects of theology and its importance
in today s world

The Culture of Theology 2019-10-15
john webster one of the world s leading systematic theologians published extensively on the nature and practice of christian theology this work marked a turning point in
webster s theological development and is his most substantial statement on the task of theology it shows why theology matters and why its pursuit is a demanding but
exhilarating venture previously unavailable in book form this magisterial statement now edited and critically introduced for the first time presents webster s legendary
lectures to a wider readership it contains an extensive introductory essay by ivor davidson

Religion Past & Present 2007
this book is about the crisis brought about by doctrine s estrangement from reality that is from actual lives experiences histories and from god by invoking the end of
doctrine christine helmer opens a new discussion of doctrinal production that is engaged with the challenges and possibilities of modernity the end of doctrine refers on the
one hand to unquestioning doctrinal reception which helmer critiques and on the other represents an invitation to a new way of understanding the aim of doctrine in deeper
connection to the reality that it seeks the book s first section offers an analysis of the current situation in theology by reconstructing a trajectory of protestant theology from
the turn of the twentieth century to today this history focuses primarily on the status of the word in theology and explains how changes in theology in the context of the
political and social crisis in europe in the 1920s and 1930s led to a distancing of the word from reality helmer then turns to the constructive section of the book to propose a
repositioning of theology to the world and to god helmer s powerful work will inspire revitalized interest in both doctrine and theological inquiry itself

Theology and the End of Doctrine 2014-01-01
what is catholic theology in order to reach an answer the authors use various definitions of theology to identify the principal elements of the discipline elements that include
the human person faith the scriptures philosophy morality and everyday human experience the authors also provide examples from the history of theology to highlight the
dynamic nature of catholic theology and its evolution in a variety of cultural and historical settings book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all
rights reserved

An Introduction to Catholic Theology 1998
to many christians theology is something alien overly intellectual and wholly unappealing even seminary students are known to balk at the prospect of a course on theology
yet theology most simply the knowledge of god is essential to the life and health of the church in this short introduction stanley grenz and roger olson two theologians who
care deeply about the witness of ordinary christians and the ministry of the church show what theology is what tools theology uses why every believer advanced degrees or
not is a theologian and how the theological enterprise can be productive and satisfying their clear easily understood book is ideal for students church study groups and
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individual christians who want to strengthen understanding belief and commitment by coming to know god more fully

Who Needs Theology? 2009-08-20
theology and the university presents a compelling argument as to why theology still matters it considers how theology has been marginalized in the academy and in public
life arguing that doing so has serious repercussions for the integrity of the academic study of religion its chapters demonstrate how theology as the only discipline which
represents religion from within provides insight into aspects of religion which are hidden from the social sciences against a backdrop of heated debates on the role of the
humanities in the university the book highlights the specific contribution of theological education and research to the work of a university providing essential information for
academic and social political decision making whilst the book has an emphasis on the catholic tradition it explores the prospect of fruitful complementarity and
interdisciplinarity both with secularized studies of religion and other disciplines in the university such as literature philosophy and the social sciences this book provides
orientation for decision makers particularly those concerned with the broader question of humanities in the university students in their choice of study those interested in
the wellbeing of today s universities and ecclesial authorities seeking to form leaders capable of intelligent responses to the issues of contemporary society it is a must read
for all researchers of theology as well as anyone interested in the role of the humanities more broadly

The Monthly Repository of Theology and General Literature 1810
jeffrey p greenman and gene l green edit this collection of essays from the proceedings of the 2011 wheaton theology conference the essays explore the past present and
future shape of biblical interpretation and theological engagement in the majority world leading scholars from around the world interact with the key theological issues being
discussed in their regions in addition some theological voices from minority communities in north america address issues particular to their context and which often overlap
with those central in majority world theology contributors include vince bacote samuel escobar ken gnanakan james kombo mark labberton terry leblanc juan martínez ruth
padilla deborst lamin sanneh andrew walls k k yeo and amos yong

Theology and the University 2024
anyone studying theology and religious studies is frequently confronted with the daunting task of mastering new and unfamiliar terminology while some textbooks include
glossaries to aid the introductory student many educators assign classroom texts that assume students prior knowledge of key terms spanning the gamut from aaron to
zwingli this dictionary includes nearly 3 000 entries written by some sixty authors all of whom are specialists in their various theological and religious disciplines the editors
have designed the dictionary especially to aid students with instant access to definitions of terms likely to be encountered in classroom presentations or reading
assignments

Global Theology in Evangelical Perspective 2012-04-07
writing from a postconservative evangelical perspective this book introduces theology into today s ecclesial and cultural contexts

An Introductory Dictionary of Theology and Religious Studies 2008
explorations in theology and film d brings together theologians biblical scholars film and media specialists and experts in language and literature to consider the potential of
films contribution to contemporary christian theological discussion the main focus of the book is on the creative conversation between film and theology in the contemporary
west and it raises crucial questions about the interaction between theology and culture explorations in theology and film d will be an invaluable resource to students and
those researching in the areas of theology and religion as well as media and cultural studies
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The Character of Theology 2005-07
understanding biblical theology clarifies the catch all term biblical theology a movement that tries to remove the often held dichotomy between biblical studies for the
church and as an academic pursuit this book examines the five major schools of thought regarding biblical theology and handles each in turn defining and giving a brief
developmental history for each one and exploring each method through the lens of one contemporary scholar who champions it using a spectrum between history and
theology each of five types of biblical theology are identified as either more theological or more historical in concern and practice biblical theology as historical description
james barr biblical theology as history of redemption d a carson biblical theology as worldview story n t wright biblical theology as canonical approach brevard childs biblical
theology as theological construction francis watson a conclusion suggests how any student of the bible can learn from these approaches

Explorations in Theology and Film 1997-12-08
2020 christian book award winner bible reference works this textbook offers students a biblically rich creedally structured ecumenically evangelical and ethically engaged
introduction to christian theology daniel treier coeditor of the popular evangelical dictionary of theology discusses key scripture passages explains christian theology within
the structure of the nicene creed explores the range of evangelical approaches to contested doctrines acquaints evangelicals with other views including orthodox and
catholic and integrates theological ethics with chapters on the ten commandments and the lord s prayer the result is a meaty but manageable introduction to the
convictions and arguments shaping contemporary evangelical theology

Understanding Biblical Theology 2012-11-06
this book provides a lively introduction to the exciting discipline of evangelical theology aligning with the global lausanne movement the authors identify scripture and
mission as methodological centres of evangelical theology evangelical theology highlights the key evangelical themes of atonement conversion justification and
sanctification as well as recent developments around trinitarian theology and pneumatology

Introducing Evangelical Theology 2019-07-16
theology and the social consciousness a study of the relations of the social consciousness to theology 2nd ed authored by henry churchill king is a seminal work that
explores the intricate relationship between theology and societal values king delves into how theological beliefs intersect with the ever evolving social consciousness
reflecting on the influence of religion on ethics justice and social reform with thoughtful analysis and philosophical insights king s book remains a significant contribution to
the study of theology s impact on human society

Evangelical Theology 2021-04-08
called to believe teach and confess offers an overview of the major doctrines of christianity in a comprehensive but accessible way written from a lutheran perspective this
book is a helpful resource to those within that tradition and to others who seek a deeper theological understanding firmly rooted in scripture this book emphasizes the
interrelatedness of all christian teaching with its central teaching being the doctrine of justification by grace through faith in jesus christ this book is ideal as a text for
university students and other educated christian adults who seek to expand their knowledge of god s revelation and its application in human lives it introduces and uses
classical theological vocabulary and terminology while offering clear definitions and application key terms study questions glossary and sidebars help make this a valuable
resource suggested readings from scripture the lutheran confessions and other secondary sources guide the reader into deeper study
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Theology and the Social Consciousness 2019-12-12
if the secular university by definition is non sectarian or non denominational then how can it accommodate a discipline like christian theology doesn t the traditional goal of
theological study which is to attain knowledge of the divine fundamentally conflict with the main goal of secular academic study which is to attain knowledge about
ourselves and the world in which we live so why should theology be admitted or even care about being admitted into secular academic life and even if theology were
admitted what contribution to secular academic life could it make working from a christian philosophical and theological perspective but also engaging a wide range of
theologians philosophers and religious studies scholars christian theology and the secular university takes on these questions arguing that christian theology does belong in
the secular university because it provides distinct resources that the secular university needs if it is going to fulfill what should be its main epistemic and educative ends this
book offers a fresh and unique perspective to scholars working in the disciplines of theology philosophy and religious studies and to those in other academic disciplines who
are interested in thinking critically and creatively about the place and nature of theological study within the secular university

Called to Believe, Teach, and Confess 2005-07-01
in this book the author argues for a rigorous scientific theology under the double constraint of the reality of god and the reality of the world of space and time careful
attention is given to the common commitment of theological and natural science to objective knowledge and the deeply natural relation between knowledge of god the
creator and knowledge of the world he has made stress is laid upon the stratified structure of theology and the need for a radical simplification and unification of christian
doctrine is theology the Òscience of godÓ and is it concerned with objective knowledge like natural science is there a natural theology and how is it related to knowledge of
god through divine relation how is the community of faith within which dogmatic theology arises related to the social coefficient of scientific inquiry what is the place of
mysticism and of art in theology does theology have a special notion of truth and does it have its own inner logic and structure these are some of the main questions which
this book seeks to answer

Christian Theology and the Secular University 2017-02-24
this handy accessible introduction to reading theology helps readers engage doctrine critically and charitably it serves as a primer to theological texts offering practical
guidelines for assessing theology and equipping the next generation of pastors and theologians to read theological literature wisely even when they might disagree with it
an ideal theology textbook it is especially well suited for students reading theological literature and discussing doctrine for the first time

Reality and Scientific Theology 2001-11-28
christianity in the united states is in crisis liberalism is declining evangelicalism is splintering increasing numbers of christians are slipping away from churches and more and
more young people are for various reasons finding christianity as they conceive it a metaphysical thought system or society of science deniers or an ideology for oppressors
not just implausible but repellent at the same time christians across denominational and ideological divides are rediscovering a moral core especially in the jesus of the
gospels that reactivates and unites them and this kind of faith appeals to many who consider themselves averse to all traditional organized religion but any revitalized
christian faith is going to need to understand its rootedness in and interpretation of christianity s foundational texts and traditions noted theologian douglas f ottati steps in
to offer a theology for this new era combining deep learning in texts and traditions with astute awareness of contemporary questions and patterns of thought and life he
asks what does it mean in our time to understand the god of the bible as creator and redeemer distilling the content of christian faith into seventy concise propositions he
explains each in lucid cogent prose a theology for the twenty first century will be an essential textbook for those training for ministry in our current climate a wise guide for
contemporary believers who wonder how best to understand and communicate their faith and an inviting and intelligent resource for serious inquirers who wonder whether
the way of jesus might help them grasp the real world while remaining open to the transcendent
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How to Read Theology 2018-06-19
intersex bodies have been figured as troubling by doctors parents religious institutions and society at large in this book scholars draw on constructive and pastoral
theologies biblical studies and sociology suggesting intersex s capacity to trouble is positive challenging unquestioned norms and assumptions in religion and beyond

A Theology for the Twenty-First Century 2020-10-15
the mcmaster journal of theology and ministry is an electronic and print journal that seeks to provide pastors educators and interested lay persons with the fruits of
theological biblical and professional studies in an accessible form published by mcmaster divinity college in hamilton ontario it continues the heritage of scholarly inquiry
and theological dialogue represented by the college s previous print publications the theological bulletin theodolite and the mcmaster journal of theology

Intersex, Theology, and the Bible 2016-01-26
the question of what makes life worth living is more vital now than ever in today s pluralistic postsecular world universal values are dismissed as mere matters of private
opinion and the question of what constitutes flourishing life for ourselves our neighbors and the planet as a whole is neglected in our universities our churches and our
culture at large although we increasingly have technology to do almost anything we have little sense of what is truly worth accomplishing in this provocative new
contribution to public theology world renowned theologian miroslav volf named america s new public intellectual by scot mcknight on his jesus creed blog and matthew
croasmun explain that the intellectual tools needed to rescue us from our present malaise and meet our new cultural challenge are the tools of theology a renewal of
theology is crucial to help us articulate compelling visions of the good life find our way through the maze of contested questions of value and answer the fundamental
question of what makes life worth living

McMaster Journal of Theology and Ministry: Volume 17, 2015–2016 2017-08-23
the bold thesis of canonical theism is that the good and life giving holy spirit has equipped the church not only with a canon of scripture but also with an abundant canonical
heritage of materials persons and practices however much of the latter has been ignored or cast aside the authors call for the retrieval and redeployment of the full range of
this rich legacy voices from across the spectrum here chart that mine of opportunity and invite the entire church to explore the benefits of their discoveries ambitious in its
scope and agenda canonical theism offers insights that will enable the readers to discover anew the faith that has nourished converts created saints and upheld martyrs
across the years contributors william j abraham frederick d aquino paul l gavrilyuk charles gutenson douglas m koskela mark e powell frederick w schmidt horace six means
natalie b van kirk jason e vickers david f watson

For the Life of the World (Theology for the Life of the World) 2019-01-22
oxford berlin and chicago were extraordinarily dynamic centres of theology during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries however significant differences in the
political climate and culture of each location bred strikingly divergent theological approaches in the universities of each city mark chapman offers a highly original
exploration of the subjection of their theologies to the changes and developments of educational policy and national and international politics shedding light upon the
constraints that such external factors have imposed upon the evolution of the discipline chapman highlights the efforts of theologians and churchmen to relate the true core
of christianity a lived religion free of shibboleths to their rapidly changing world the opinions of conservative and liberal theologians are skilfully balanced to reveal the
problems of critical history of political authority of increasing global awareness and of the need for social amelioration which profoundly shaped the ways in which theology
was conceived during the period new ground has been broken in this inter disciplinary study of the social political and ecclesiastical contexts of western theology this book
will be invaluable to any reader interested in the use of theology as part of the wider quest for social integration and meaning in an increasingly fragmented society
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Canonical Theism 2008-02-18
towner explores traditional and more contemporary interpretations of christian existence in the pastoral epistles offering a valuable contribution to studies in this area

Theology and Society in Three Cities 2014-10-30
opening the field of practical theology introduces students to practical theology through an examination of fifteen different approaches ranging from feminist to liberationist
roman catholic to evangelical asian american to latino a after an introduction to the field of practical theology and its broad range of practice today the book features
chapters written by leading experts in the discipline each chapter has an identical structure to facilitate comparison covering historical context key features and figures
norms and sources of authority theory practice contexts interdisciplinary considerations areas of current and future research and suggested readings opening the field of
practical theology is an ideal introduction to the field highlighting the diverse ways practical theology is engaged today

The Goal of Our Instruction 2015-01-29
matthew farlow traces the thoughts of balthasar and barth so as to enter into theological truth of god s being in act this exploration embarks on a journey into the reality of
our triune god who has engaged his creation so as to elicit fellow actors god seeking out humanity is god with us a truth that not only informs our theological endeavors but
invites us into the dramatic performance of reconciliation as farlow illumines god is an acting god who seeks fellow participants in his ongoing drama of salvation through
the dramatizing of theology the church and her theologians come to realize god s threefold movement revelation invitation and reconciliation it is a unified act that startles
humanity and thus theology out of its spectator s seat so as to drag it onto the world s stage as farlow discusses it is through the dramatizing of theology that we find
ourselves best equipped to participate faithfully in the role of a lifetime

Opening the Field of Practical Theology 2014-04-10
the moody handbook of theology leads the beginner into the appreciation and understanding of this essential field of study it introduces the reader to the five dimensions
that provide a comprehensive view of theology biblical systematic historical dogmatic and contemporary the apostle paul wrote that all scripture is profitable for teaching 2
tim 3 16 that timothy should pay close attention to your teaching 1 tim 4 16 and that leaders should be able both to exhort in sound doctrine and to refute those who
contradict titus 1 9 when he wrote these statements paul was referring to theology beyond giving basic definitions and general descriptions author paul enns summarized
the substantial features of theology in this way he provides a concise doctrinal reference tool for the newcomer as well as the seasoned scholar seeking a refresher there are
fifty five informative charts located at strategic points throughout the book

The Dramatizing of Theology 2017-07-14
systematic theology in 3 volumes is one of the best known works by the american baptist minister and theologian augustus hopkins strong this carefully crafted digicat
ebook is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents excerpt under the influence of ritschl and his kantian relativism many of our teachers
and preachers have swung off into a practical denial of christ s deity and of his atonement we seem upon the verge of a second unitarian defection that will break up
churches and compel secessions in a worse manner than did that of channing and ware a century ago american christianity recovered from that disaster only by vigorously
asserting the authority of christ and the inspiration of the scriptures we need a new vision of the savior like that which paul saw on the way to damascus and john saw on the
isle of patmos to convince us that jesus is lifted above space and time that his existence antedated creation that he conducted the march of hebrew history that he was born
of a virgin suffered on the cross rose from the dead and now lives forevermore the lord of the universe the only god with whom we have to do our savior here and our judge
hereafter without a revival of this faith our churches will become secularized mission enterprise will die out and the candlestick will be removed out of its place as it was with
the seven churches of asia and as it has been with the apostate churches of new england contents idea of theology method of theology the existence of god origin of our
idea of god s existence corroborative evidences of god s existence the scriptures a revelation from god the nature decrees and works of god the attributes of god doctrine of
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the trinity the decrees of god the works of god anthropology or the doctrine of man the original state of man sin or man s state of apostasy soteriology christology the
reconciliation of man to god ecclesiology or the doctrine of the church eschatology

The Moody Handbook of Theology 2008-02-01
this very short introduction provides both the believer and non believer with a balanced survey of the central questions of theology david ford s approach draws us in to
considering the principles underlying religious belief including the centrality of salvation to most major religions the concept of god in ancient modern and postmodern
contexts the challenge posed to theology by prayer and worship and the issue of sin and evil he also probes the nature of experience knowledge and wisdom in theology and
discusses what is involved in interpreting theological texts in this new edition ford considers the contemporary relevance of theology including the effect of globalization and
digitized communication examines the theological responses to change and development in science considers the impact of increased engagement between islam and the
west and looks at the development and importance of theology between the different faiths about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable

Systematic Theology (Vol. 1-3) 2023-11-15
this handbook surveys the many relationships between scientific studies of the world around us and christian concepts of the divine from the ancient greeks to modern
ecotheology from augustine to hildegard of bingen genesis to frederick douglass and physics to sociology this volume opens the intersections of christian theology and
science to new concepts voices and futures the central goal of the handbook is to bring new perspectives to the foreground of christian theological engagement with science
and to highlight the many engagements today that are not often identified as science theology discussions the handbook thus includes several aspects not found in previous
handbooks on the same topic significant representation from the three major branches of christianity orthodox roman catholic and protestant multiple essays on areas of
modern science not traditionally part of the theology and science dialogue such as discussions of race medicine and sociology a collection of essays on historical theologians
approaches to nature and science t t clark handbook to christian theology and the modern sciences is divided into 3 sections historical explorations encompassing a eleven
chapters from aristotle to frederick douglass catholic protestant and orthodox surveys of theology science scholarship in the 20th and 21st centuries and ten explorations in
christian theology today from einsteinian physics to decolonial sociology the 24 chapters than span the volume offer the reader whether scholar student or layperson an
essential resource for any future conversations around science and christian theology

Theology: A Very Short Introduction 2013-10-24
agreeing with scholars such as david tracy martin marty and rheinhold niebuhr michael and kenneth himes affirm that there is indeed such a thing as public theology and
take up the task of proposing themes and the framework for bringing theology into dialogue with societal issues and concerns a great resource for those wishing to
understand the social implications of religious belief

T&T Clark Handbook of Christian Theology and the Modern Sciences 2020-10-01
in the 1970s theologians in asia and africa showed an interest in the way different cultural contexts influenced the interpretation of christian belief manifestations of
contextual theologies have since appeared in many parts of the world animated international discussion about expressions methods and theories for contextual theology
have continued with the spread of contextual theology from the south to the north the object of these theologies is to shed new light on the concept of incarnation how does
the incarnated god act in a liberating way contextual theology explores awareness of the interrelatedness of god and culture this book surveys important concepts positions
and problems of contextual theology dealing with different criteria for the interpretation of context and providing explanations of different theoretical models for contextual
theology particular topics discussed include the importance of place for the experience of god a dynamic correlative and communicative view of tradition the approach to
knowledge in contextualism and the greater right of the poor to aesthetic knowledge human ecological formation of theology and the contributions of pictorial art and
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architecture to contextual theology clearly explaining the importance of contextual theology for all theology this book offers an invaluable text for students and others
exploring theology in context

Fullness of Faith 1993
encountering theology for the first time is exciting but it can also be daunting some struggle to connect with doctrinal discussion they perceive to be abstract or abstruse
others may find the scope of theology and the connections between different theological issues dizzying in order to address these difficulties and keep the initial excitement
alive a new introduction to theology offers a range of accessible practical experiential and interactive encounters with the major elements of academic christian theology the
guiding motif of this book is the claim that theology is full bodied thought the phrase full bodied shows both the richness of the experience of theology and its nature as a
thoroughly embodied encounter with ways of knowing god and god s ways with the world this motif allows the authors to bring together topics ranging from theology
through the arts sexuality and the body and the nature of the church s everyday life to mystical theology spirituality political action and ecology working imaginatively with
the five senses and the notions of loving and resting each chapter provides a range of activities guided discussions and reflections on key theological texts authors and
issues this is a unique introduction to the key innovative and interdisciplinary elements from contemporary theology ideal for individual reflection classroom work or flexible
and distributed learning

God in Context 2017-03-02
engaging variously with the legacy of paul l lehmann these essays argue for a reorientation in christian theology that better honours the formative power of the gospel to
animate and shape doctrine and witness as well as ethical and political life the authors explore key themes in christian theology and ethics forgiveness discernment
responsibility spirituality the present day tasks of theology and the role of faith in public life making plain the unabated importance of lehmann s work at this juncture in
contemporary theology the internationally recognized contributors draw crucial connections between the gospel of reconciliation the form of christian theology and witness
and the challenges of contemporary ethical and political reflection this book demonstrates why this close friend of dietrich bonhoeffer and author of ethics in a christian
context and the transfiguration of politics continues to influence generations of theologians in both the english speaking world and beyond

A New Introduction to Theology 2020-09-17
faith comes from what is heard an introduction to fundamental theology informs both the heart and mind as it brings together dogmatic and biblical theology the thomistic
tradition the teachings of the fathers of the church and the contemporary magisterium drawing heavily upon the works of st thomas aquinas bl john henry newman joseph
ratzinger and st john paul ii the author examines the foundations of catholic theology or fundamental theology which is theology s reflection on itself as a discipline its
method and its foundation in god s revelation transmitted to us through scripture and tradition although faith comes from what is heard is useful for all catholics who want to
understand the foundations of their faith it is specifically designed to serve as a textbook for courses in fundamental theology in seminaries and in graduate and
undergraduate programs in theology it can also serve as a textbook for introductory theology and scripture courses the topics covered in faith comes from what is heard
include revelation and faiththeologytradition and the magisteriumbiblical hermeneuticsthe historicity of the gospelsand biblical typology

Explorations in Christian Theology and Ethics 2009
winner of the 2010 lynlea rodger australia theological form atf press theological book prize the eyes of faith presents a systematic theology of the sense of the faithful
sensus fidelium and shows the fundamental and necessary interrelationship between sensus fidelium tradition scripture theology and the magisterium ormond rush provides
fresh perspectives on a number of issues he proposes that tradition and scripture are the products of the sensus fidelium and that the inspiration of scripture is best
understood in terms of the holy spirit working through the sensus fidelium in addressing the role of the sensus fidei in the lives of individual believers the book provides a
unique approach to the way christians make sense of their faith within the diverse contexts of daily life it shows how the imaginative capacity of the sensus fidei forms a
foundational notion for understanding the diversity of spiritualities inculturations and contextualizations of the gospel in the history of the church up to the present this
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ecclesial activity of interpreting the christ event through the sensus fidelium enables the church to proclaim the gospel in new times and cultures throughout history the
eyes of faith proposes that for an effective teaching of the faith to contemporary christians the distinctive roles of the magisterium and of theology must be conceived
primarily in terms of and in relationship to the ecclesial spirit given capacity of the sensus fidelium about the author ormond rush is lecturer of theology and former president
of st paul s theological college in banyo australia and is president of the australian catholic theological association he is the author of still interpreting vatican ii some
hermeneutical principles and the reception of doctrine an appropriation of hans robert jauss reception aesthetics and literary hermeneutics praise for the book in addition to
its internal argumentation the book s extensive footnotes scriptural references and church documents will make it a tremendously valuable tool for advanced researchers in
several theological areas including pneumatology ecclesiology scripture studies and hemeneutics highly recommended c a montevecchio choice some works of scholarship
stand out providing a point of reference and showing the way forward orm rush s study is in this class and it is not surprising that its first release by cua press is a splendid
hardback volume this work makes a significant contribution to catholic theology rev john thornhill sm the australasian catholic record rush provides a theologically
perceptive panorama of the sensus fidelium at work in the church under the guidance of the holy spirit in addition to offering numerous insights usually beneficial and
sometimes provocative rush s study is extraordinarily well researched t his volume is an outstandingly creative and comprehensive theological study of the grace of the holy
spirit acting through the sensus fidelium in the reception of revelation in the church john ford c s c theological studies rush has here provided us with a sophisticated study
of theological hermeneutics as well as a foundational work in ecclesiology lawrence s cunningham commonweal this detailed and well argued book explores the
phenomenon of reception in both the bible and in contemporary roman catholic tradition an insightful study for those interested in the newest wave of roman catholic
dogmatic theology which tends to draw deeply from biblical sources as well as vatican teaching this book genuinely advances discussions of the doctrine of reception aaron
klink religious studies review

Faith Comes from What Is Heard: An Introduction to Fundamental Theology 2016-07-01

The Eyes of Faith 2009
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